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Do you know what to do immediately after you're in a car accident? It's something no one likes to think about, but the average driver in the Us will be in three to four auto crashes in his lifetime. Team Clark talked to some experts to come up with the best action plan next time you're in a car accident. Follow
These steps next time you're in a car accident quick links: 1. Find a safe place This can go without saying, but those moments after a car accident can be frenzied and confusing. Your main priority should be to try to limit any further damage to person or property. The first thing you want to do if you're in a
car accident is, if you can get out of the car, you want to make sure you're in a place where you can't be hurt by oncoming traffic, said Atlanta attorney and former Fulton County (Georgia) judge Judge Quinton Washington. If you don't feel it's safe to leave the car, wait for the authorities to arrive. If the
accident was a smaller one and you can move your vehicle out of the lane safely, you should do so as well. The next thing you want to do is call the local emergency services where your accident took place. Almost anywhere in the United States, you can do this by calling 9-1-1. A dispatcher will then
send police, ambulance and/or fire assistance as warranted. At this stage, the authorities will begin investigating the accident. The law is generally going to inform the officer investigating your accident on what to do, Washington says. For example, if you hit someone from behind, it's clear responsibility.
But if it is doubtful at all who was wrong in the accident, you want to give the officer your side of the story. In this way, they can make a decision on whether to give a ticket and to whom. Police may need to conduct a crime scene investigation to determine whether the party who struck may have been
impaired in any way – or do anything that might have distracted them. These determinations can have an impact on the insurance that you may be eligible to collect on if you decide it's a path you want to take. 3. If you are injured, receive medical attention Immediately While all this is going on —and as
soon as possible—you must determine if you are injured or not. You have to decide it right then and there on the spot, Washington says. This is one of the things that people who are considering compensation for personal injury accidents will look at. Adjusters and insurance companies have checklists.
These checklists, he says, may contain questions like: Was the party hurt? Did they leave the scene in an ambulance? What happened when they went to the emergency room? After the emergency room, was there a visit to another doctor for a course of treatment? If there are a couple of weeks between
the accident and when you decide you're in pain, insurance companies will be much more skeptical, he said. You must remember if cars hit each other, and a person who weighs much less that these cars do is absorb some of that impact, you may not know what the effects can be immediately. You are
likely to have so much adrenaline running through your body could be fooled into thinking it's good when it's not. 4. Get Photos of the scene, If possible As we mentioned earlier, the authorities will write up an accident report and make sure they have contact and insurance information from the drivers
involved, but there is something else you should do on the spot to protect yourself. Always make sure you get photos of the crash site, Washington says. You want to document property damage to both your vehicle and the other party's vehicle. That way, when you are enlightened by the insurance
company, you can accurately describe what happened as you remember it – and that the other driver is honest too. Another thing that you want to do in the aftermath of a car accident is to notify your insurance agent as soon as possible. Your insurance company will usually work with the other party's
insurance company to figure out who will pay for damages and any medical bills. An insurance company will make a second determination (apart from the authorities) after they talk to their insured about whether they will pay out on a claim, Washington said. Money expert Clark Howard says that if the
accident was clearly your fault, you'd like to admit it to the investigator and your insurance company. You should only admit wrong if you're comfortable saying you're wrong, Clark says. But if you're wrong, you can really help the other person out if you call your insurance company and let them know that
you accepted liability. The other person will be able to get a rental car and have their car processed through the body store system much faster. 6. Follow up with Insurance and Keep a File Finally, managing insurance claims after an accident can be a long process with a lot of information involved. For
this reason, it's really important to keep detailed records, Clark says. Make sure you maintain a file with all relevant information related to your wreck. This includes: Photos Police Reports Claim Number Name and Number of Claims Adjusters Receipts for any costs associated with the accident (rental cars
or rideshare trips, for example) The more organized you can keep everything, the better prepared you will work towards any settlement for your claim. Final Thought Hopefully you won't need any of this advice anytime soon, but it's always best to be prepared. File these steps away with the convenience
of knowing that if you face the unexpected in the form of a car accident, you will be well prepared for the aftermath. More Car Insurance Stories on Clark.com: If you've ever been in an accident, you know how scary they can be. Be prepared for a collision by learning the right way to handle a before it
happens.5 steps to take after being in a car accidentDo you or anyone else need medical help? If anyone is injured, call 911 immediately. Apply first aid if you know how and make the person comfortable. If spinal or head injuries are suspected, do not move them under any circumstances and wait for the
ambulance to arrive. Is the surrounding area safe? Make the area safe to prevent another accident from occurring. Secondary accidents account for many of the accidents that occur on American roads. Is the car safe? Make sure there are no hazards such as leaking fuel or debris lying on the road. Is the
car still running? Make sure that the motors are switched off and that warning lights are lit. Can you move the vehicles? If it is safe to do so, you should move the vehicles involved in the accident to the side of the road and keep your danger lights on. Did you call the police? Call the police if anyone has
been injured or if there is damage to third parties where the owner is not present. The police should also be informed if there is a suspicion of drugs or alcohol involved in the accident. The next step is to exchange details with other drivers involved in the accident. Note that apologizing is usually warned
against, as it can be taken as you assume guilt. Details you should exchange include:Full nameIdentiel addressPhoneNumber, Driver's license numberSpouse, model and year registration numberInsurance name, phone number and policy numberIdeally, you have a notepad and pen in the glove
compartment for this purpose. You can also take notes on your phone — getting a picture of the driver's proof of insurance can save you time and help minimize the risk of losing information. Some insurance companies now also have mobile apps to help with the accident registration process. If you have
your smartphone, take pictures of the crash site and details. Images should include damage to your car, damage to other vehicles and possible damage to third parties. You can often upload these images directly to your insurer when you make a claim. How to deal with a difficult driverTyvärer, not all
drivers will be cooperative and helpful when they are involved in an accident. Here are some scenarios and how to handle them:Uninsured driver. If the other driver does not have insurance, get his driver's license number and contact info. Your insurance company may be able to help you recover some of
the costs associated with the accident. Get out of here and run. If you are involved in a hit and run, try to get the license plate number, type, model and color of the other car involved. Then immediately call the police. If there were any witnesses, ask if they will wait to hand over their account to the police.
Cooperative driver. If the other driver is not willing to give his insurance or contact information, call the police. Then take photos and get what information you can, like the registration number. Call your insurance company from the crash site it is possible. An agent agent be able to talk you through the
process and advise you on your next steps. You are usually advised not to admit responsibility towards anyone. This is because you may be in a state of shock or may not be fully aware of the circumstances surrounding the accident. It is not up to you or anyone else on the site to determine errors – which
should be left to the police and insurance companies to decide at a later date. Even if no one is injured or the damage is only minor, you should likely still report an accident to your insurer. This will protect you in the event that the other party involved decides to make a claim against you, or if you develop
an injury or discover further damage to your vehicle at a later date. What to say to your insurance companyIt is against the law to lie to your insurance company, but pay attention to the information you provide. Answer the agent's questions truthfully and provide an honest recount of the event. But don't try
to guess any fuzzy details, and make it clear when you give an estimate rather than exact information. Don't take the blame. Tell the facts, and let the police and the insurance company decide who's wrong. If your vehicle is damaged, you must determine if it is roadsafe before driving it from the scene of
the accident. Damage may be obvious in the form of puncture or punctured radiator, but other damage may be more difficult to determine, such as steering or brake problems. Check your vehicle over carefully before driving it. If there are any doubts about its road safety, do not drive it off the stage. Call
your insurer to ask what to do. You will generally be directed to the nearest recommended mechanic, to whom the tow truck will take your vehicle to. You have the right to have your car towed to your preferred store, but you can pay for any extra towing mileage if it is further away. If your vehicle is not
drivable, tow trucks may try to persuade you to take your vehicle to a mechanic they are connected to. Don't be persuaded into something you don't understand or trust. And under no circumstances should you sign a contract, as it may be to commit you to having your vehicle repaired at a particular
mechanic. Do not take cash at the scene of the accidentWhen you are involved in an accident and the injury appears to be small or even non-existent, it may be tempting to take a cash offer from the other driver. But resist temptation. There may be damage to your car that is not visible, or you may
underestimate the cost of repairing any visible damage. You may also have suffered an injury that is not obvious at the time of the crash. Take the time to get the diver's insurance and contact info, and be sure to document the accident by taking pictures with your phone. If the cost of the accident exceeds
the cash offer – which is most likely to be the case – you will be glad you did. The last step after accident is to make a claim with your insurance company. If your your towed to a car mechanic who has been approved by your insurer, repairs will usually be authorized fairly quickly. On the other hand, if
your vehicle is drivable after the accident and only needs minor repairs, your insurer may require you to receive at least two quotes – sometimes three – from different mechanics. The insurer will then approve repairs on mechanics that cite the minimum amount of repairs. Whether you decide to make a
claim at all depends on the cost of repairs compared to your deductible, and the effect a claim would have on your no-claim bonus. Many people choose not to make a claim for repairs under $1,000 for these reasons. Whose insurance should I use: theirs or mine? Even if you are not wrong, you should
contact your insurance company. At-fault laws vary by state. Your insurance company will handle the claim with the other driver insurance on your behalf. Usually, your insurer will cover the costs in advance and then seek reimbursement from the other insurance company. But you are likely to have to pay
your deductible, even if you are not wrong. Once your insurer has been reimbursed by the other insurance company, your excess will be refunded. Discover coverage that's broader than competitors, valuable discounts up to 30% off and benefits like dwindling deductibles that reward no claims. Wide
coverage, including for custom auto parts or ridesharing Transparent pricing tools that will help you buy within budget Accident forgiveness on small claims or to reside claim-free Stack a variety of discounts for multiple cars, autopay or homeownership Compare car insurance after a car accidentTyvärjere,
there are unscrupulous drivers out there who will stage a car accident to cheat your insurance company out of money. Scammers often stage an accident that appears to be your fault, and then exaggerates damage and damage to their car. Even if your insurance company is the ultimate victim, the loss
they incur due to these fraudulent claims is passed on to you in the form of higher premiums. If you suspect that you are the victim of an orchestrated accident, it is a good idea to call the police to gather so much evidence at the crash site. Be especially vigilant about collecting the driver's info and
documenting the damage to his vehicle. Warning signs of car insurance fraudHere are some warning signs to look out for:You drove in a busy part of town. These types of criminals often strike in urban areas where there is a lot of traffic, making it harder for you to avoid their staged misfortune. You drove
in a rich part of town. Wealthy drivers are more likely to have higher car insurance coverage limits to protect their assets. You were driving a new high-end car. A nicer, newer car is also more likely to have a good insurance policy taken out on it. You live in a felst.o.s. Staged accidents are more common in
no-fault states, where have to pay regardless of who is on had to turn on the brakes. A common practice is to have a passenger watch for when you are distracted. They then signal the driver who comes to a sudden stop, forcing you to turn on the brakes and potentially rear-end his car. The driver waves
you into the lane. What appears to be a polite driver signals you the right way suddenly speeds up and crashes into your car. Bottom lineIf you are involved in an accident, try to stay calm. The best thing you can do after an accident is to go through the steps listed here and let the car insurance companies
argue the legality of the situation at a later date. Make sure you are covered for any kind of accident or claim with proper car insurance. Frequently asked questions about car accidents Laws vary by state and the circumstances of the accident. When in doubt, call the police nonemergency line and explain
the situation. When in a safe, secure area, gather as much information as possible about the accident itself, including injuries and injuries, along with other drivers or passengers involved. You won't have a chance to get all these details later, and your memory may be blurry if you wait too long to record
everything. All.
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